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Information Access for Personal Media Archives 

At ECIR 2011, 18th April 2011  

Towards e-Memories: challenges of capturing, summarising, presenting, 

understanding, using, and retrieving relevant information from 

heterogeneous data contained in personal media archives. 

 
Welcome to IAPMA 2011, the second international workshop on “Information Access for Personal 

Media Archives”. It is now possible to archive much of our life experiences in digital form using a 

variety of sources, e.g. blogs written, tweets made, social network status updates, photographs 

taken, videos seen, music heard, physiological monitoring, locations visited and environmentally 

sensed data of those places, details of people met, etc. Information can be captured from a myriad 

of personal information devices including desktop computers, PDAs, digital cameras, video and 

audio recorders, and various sensors, including GPS, Bluetooth, and biometric devices. 

 

This year’s workshop highlights the latest research on advancements towards the goal of effective 

capture, retrieval and exploration of e-memories. Dr. Chaminda De Silva and colleagues from The 

University of Tokyo and Microsoft Research Asia provide an overview on a visual lifelog dataset of 

4,179 time and location-stamped images, which will prove a valuable resource for the personal 

media archives community (page 4). Yi Chen and colleagues from Dublin City University consider the 

challenges in constructing a new event segmentation algorithm to identify high-level abstracted 

events across longer time periods in lifelog datasets spanning multiple years (page 8).  Saskia Koldijk 

and colleagues from Radboud University Nijmegan and TNO in Delft consider the various forms of 

personal media that knowledge workers are confronted with and discuss novel activity logging 

techniques to provide feedback to these knowledge workers with the goal of aiding self-coaching. 

(page 12). Karen Lee and colleagues in the University of Ulster consider ambient assisted living 

scenarios and present the development of an ambient framework to augment and extend the 

capabilities of the current OpenAAL platform in recognising people activities (page 16). Dr. Jochen 

Mayer and Benjamin Poppinga from Oldenburg University recognise the significance of healthcare 

applications with respect to personal media archives, and in particular automatically deriving health 

related features from web scale distributed personal archives (page 20). 
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ABSTRACT
We present a large collection of location based lifelog data
that is publicly available for research. This dataset contains
location data and digital photos captured by one of the au-
thors over a period of more than a year. The location data
were captured by continuously carrying a GPS receiver and
recording the location coordinates at all times when they
can be estimated. The photos, 4179 in total, were taken
during sightseeing and other daily-life events.

We first describe our effort and experience in capturing
the data. We also outline how the data have been used in
both personal and research capacity, with a brief description
of the systems used. After describing how the data were
prepared to be shared as an open dataset, we reflect on
the overall experience and conclude the paper with possible
future directions.

Categories and Subject Descriptors
H.4 [Information Systems Applications]: Miscellaneous;
H.3.3 [Information Storage and Retrieval]: Information
Search and Retrieval

Keywords
Personal Multimedia Archives, Lifelog, Multimedia Retrieval

1. INTRODUCTION
With recent advances in sensing and storage technologies,

it is now possible to continuously or regularly capture and
store data regarding a person’s life. Such data collections
are often called Lifelog data. Researches related to lifelog
data focus on diverse objectives such as more effective acqui-
sition [8], fast and accurate retrieval of data [3], and easy-
to-interpret visualization of experiences and events [3].

The most important step in a lifelog related research project
is data acquisition. Capturing data for a long time is essen-
tial. This requires a large amount of effort since it is nec-
essary to continuously carry and power the sensing devices,
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not made or distributed for profit or commercial advantage and that copies
bear this notice and the full citation on the first page. To copy otherwise, to
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while dealing with privacy and security issues.
There are several research projects that work on large,

multimodal datasets [5, 6, 3]. However, due to the highly
personal nature of the collected data, researchers are not
so willing to share their data with others. This makes it
hard to compare the performance of algorithms developed
by different researchers. A few moderately sized and non-
continous datasets, such as GeoLife [9], have been shared by
some researchers. However, a large, continuously archived
lifelog dataset is not publicly available at the moment.

In this paper we introduce an open multimedia dataset
for lifelog research. This dataset spans a year of a person’s
life. It contains continuously archived location data (ap-
proximately one million GPS data points), and around 4200
digital photos taken during travel and events. The dataset is
available for download at http://www.hal.t.u-tokyo.ac.jp/˜
chamds/pics n trails/. It is open for use in research projects,
under a license agreement. To the best of our knowledge,
this is the largest continuously-archived, publicly-available
lifelog data collection. The rest of this paper describes how
these data were captured, how they have been used, and the
effort required for sharing them.

2. CAPTURING
The first author (hereinafter referred to as “the lifelog-

ger”) decided to create a lifelog data archive using location
data and images. The location data were continuously cap-
tured using a GPS receiver. While several types of wearable
cameras are available for continuously or regularly capturing
image data, they are seen as an intrusion of other people’s
privacy. Therefore, we decided to use ordinary digital cam-
eras for image acquisition.

2.1 Location Data
The main criteria for selecting a GPS receiver were high

sensitivity, high accuracy, and the ability to store a large
amount of data. After testing a few models of GPS receivers,
we selected a GarminR� GPSmap60CSx GPS receiver. Its
drawbacks were the relatively large size (6.1×15.5×3.3cm)
and average battery life (approximately 20 hours with two
AA-sized batteries). The lifelogger continuously carried this
receiver and kept it powered, from November 2007 to Jan-
uary 2009. Data were collected at all times when signals
were received. No special travel was arranged for data ac-
quisition. However, the ligelogger is a frequent traveler and
this helped creating a spatially distributed data set.

The sampling interval of the GPS receiver is one second.
Samples corresponding to the same GPS coordinates are
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Table 1: format of the GPS data captured by the receiver.
Date and Time Altitude Distance Duration Speed Direction Latitude Longitude
2007/11/22 9:22:02 29 m 24 m 0:00:13 7 km/h 199◦ N35◦ 44.713’ E139◦ 44.755’
2007/11/22 9:22:15 29 m 39 m 0:00:21 7 km/h 200◦ N35◦ 44.700’ E139◦ 44.749’
2007/11/22 9:22:36 29 m 31 m 0:00:17 7 km/h 198◦ N35◦ 44.681’ E139◦ 44.741’

combined to form a location record in the format shown in
Table 1. The speed is calculated assuming constant veloc-
ity between the current and previous samples. The direction
recorded is the angle of the vector from the previous location
to the current, measured clockwise from North.

2.2 Photos
No special effort was made for capturing the photos. Being

an amateur photographer, the lifelogger takes about 8000
digital photos per year. Photos were taken during sightsee-
ing, business travel and other daily-file events. The pho-
tos were taken using three digital cameras: a CanonR� EOS
Kiss 400X (digital SLR camera), an OlympusR� C700 Ultra-
Zoom (mid-range digital camera), and a SonyR� CyberShot
DSC-G1 (slim digital camera). Therefore the photos cover
a wide range of photographic quality and capture modes.
The clocks of the cameras were kept set to the home coun-
try’s time zone, even when traveling abroad. A simple back-
calculation can synchronize GPS data with the photos when
they are taken outside this time zone.

3. USING

3.1 Retrieval Systems
The data collection captured as above was quite large.

Therefore, It was necessary to design interaction techniques
and retrieval systems to facilitate fast and accurate retrieval
of GPS data and photos. We summarize two such systems
that were built over this data set. These two applications
made it possible to search the multimedia collection much
faster, according to user studies.

We developed a system for retrieving locomotion patterns
from the collection of location data [4]. A clustering algo-
rithm segmented the GPS data according to the nature of
the lifelogger’s movement. Freehand sketches made on a
map and a calendar displayed on a computer screen were
used for specifying spatial and temporal queries. We im-
plemented algorithms to analyze a sketch made by a user,
identify the query, and retrieve results from the collection of
data. Figures 1a and 1b show temporal queries for finding
movements recorded during a particular date. The results
are shown in a directed graph-like format as seen on the
map in Figure 1b. Figure 1c shows a spatial query for find-
ing instances where the person left the city of Tokyo, and
the summary of results.

We used both the location data and photos to design a sys-
tem that retrieves multimedia travel stories from the data
collection [2]. The interaction techniques proposed for loco-
motion pattern retrieval were adopted for image and video
retrieval. Figure 2a shows the results of a query for “travel
around Tokyo.” The presence of the camera-like icon on
a circle or an arrow indicates that photos have been taken
during the corresponding segment. The user can select each
segment to view more detailed results. Figure 2b shows the
detailed visualization of location data and photos. The loca-
tion data plotted on the map change from blue to red with

Table 2: a summary of the GPS data collection.
Attribute Values (approximate)
Locations most parts of the Honshu region

(main island) of Japan, and a few lo-
cations in South Korea and Germany

Area a land area of 200,000 km2

Altitudes 0 to 10,000 m above mean sea level
Speeds up to 1219 km/h
Total distance 30,000 km
Data points 900,000
Signal reception 8-24 hours per day

time, indicating the direction of movement. If street view
panoramas are available, the system also creates a virtual
drive video for the trip (Figure 2c). Figure 2d shows the
detailed visualization for a collection of photos taken at a
single location. The user clicks on a thumbnail to get an
enlarged view of the corresponding image.

3.2 Non-research Use
While the location data were collected primarily for re-

search, the lifelogger found the data very useful in daily life.
Combined with the retrieval systems, the data make a“com-
plete and searchable travel log.” The most common use has
been finding photos taken while traveling. The lifelogger,
like many other digital camera users, stores his photos in a
collection of folders that are named by date. Not remember-
ing the exact travel dates make a search tedious, especially
for somebody who takes photos regularly. While the lifel-
ogger has stopped continuous capture of location data, he
still continues to carry the GPS receiver during travel due
to this advantage. Another use of the data collection is to
recall places and find directions to places that the lifelogger
has been to, while collecting the data.

4. SHARING
We decided to share a selected set of the data captured

as above, for research and non-commercial purposes. The
following subsections decribe how we prepared the data and
the issues we had to deal with.

4.1 Preparing Location Data
We selected the GPS data captured during the calendar

year 2008, for sharing. Table 2 summarizes this data col-
lection. The location records were grouped in to time slots
of two-three days, and then saved as ASCII text files in tab
separated value format. This format was selected to allow
easy importing to spreadsheets or SQL databases.

4.2 Preparing Photos
The lifelogger captured approximately 8500 photos, amount-

ing to nearly 24 GB of disk space, in 2008. This photo col-
lection could not be shared “as is” for two reasons. The first
is the problem of privacy. We should be able to share all
the photos if all the people who appear in them consent to
sharing their photos with others, and publishing the pho-
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Figure 1: Locomotion pattern retrieval using sketches.

Figure 2: Multimedia travel story creation.

tos. It is impossible to get such a large number of people’s
consent for sharing photos. It might not be effective to ask
not to publish certain photos, after making a dataset open.
Therefore, we had to remove most “people-photos” from the
collection. We left some photos such as those of public per-
formances and those with small face sizes, with a guideline
on the maximum resolution of a photo when used in a pub-
lication. These measures ensured that the publishing the
photo does not require a model release in most countries [7].

The second reason is the large size of the dataset. Even
after removing some photos as described above, there were
4179 photos amounting to approximately 12 GB. The orig-
inal photos had resolutions ranging from 2 to 10 Megapix-
els. The quality settings varied from RAW (uncompressed)
to JPEG with Q=70. We first converted the RAW images
to JPEG with Q=100. Thereafter, we re-sampled all im-
ages so that the shorter dimension of each photo is 1200
pixels. Lanczos Filter was used to achieve good quality in
re-sampling images. This reduced the size of the photo col-
lection to approximately 5.8GB. All photos contained com-
plete EXIF Metadata identical to those from the original

images. These metadata include the date and time of cap-
ture, model of the camera, ISO speed, lens aperture, shutter
speed, focal length and and other parameters that may be
useful in research. Figure 3 shows some examples from this
photo collection. The photos were stored in folders named
by the date of capture.

4.3 Preparing the Event Index
We created an index to selected types of activities and

events that we think are interesting and less common. The
index consisted a set of entries such as “From 2008/02/25
09:53 to 2008/12/25 13:33 - Skiing.” This was provided
mostly as a guide to explain the nature of some of the
recorded data. We did not prepare a complete index, as
it would be subjective and time consuming.

5. REFLECTIONS
Continuously acquiring sensor data and compiling a lifelog

dataset to be shared by everyone is a unique experience.
This section covers our impressions and observations that
did not fit the previous sections.
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5.1 Data Acquisition
The main problem in collecting data was carrying the GPS

receiver all the time. The receiver was a bit large, therefore
cumbersome to carry. There were several occasions when
airport security was not happy with the receiver’s presence
in the hand luggage. However, we do have data from a few
flights in which hand carrying of the receiver was permitted.
There was a two week period where the lifelogger was on
vacation in a country that had a civil war at the time. Pos-
session of high accuracy GPS receivers was banned, there-
fore data could not be captured. However, it should also be
noted that carrying a GPS receiver was not seen as an “odd”
by the friends and family of the lifelogger.

Another problem was to keep the GPS receiver continu-
ously powered. It was necessary to have batteries in hand
and change them once or twice a day. Using rechargeable
batteries and connecting the receiver to USB ports helped
reduce the cost and the burden. However, it still needed an
additional effort to remember to replace batteries.

The GPS data were generally accurate, but had location
dependent noise. The error was less then 5m outdoors, in ar-
eas with fewer buildings. For indoor locations and areas with
a large number of tall buildings, the accuracy deteriorated.
The barometric altimeter of the GPS receiver provided al-
titudes with an accuracy of 1-2 meters. However, it gave
wrong elevation data during flights, due to the artificially
controlled air pressure inside aircrafts.

5.2 Other Issues
Privacy is one of the most important issues in lifelog re-

search. Sharing a year from one’s life, even in terms of
merely location data and images, releases a large amount
of personal information. While the location data are con-
tinuous and generally accurate, the lifelogger felt alright to
share the data without any filtering. It was apparent that lo-
cation data were not sufficient to interpret most experiences.
Images, on the other hand, had to be filtered carefully. The
main problem there was that the lifelogger’s location data
combined with the photos could expose the privacy of other
people in the photos. Most of the group photos in the orig-
inal photo collection had to be removed due to this reason.
However, removal of photos taken with other people has had
a bad effect on the dataset. After removing such photos, the
remaining photos from a given event do not convey to the
viewer the same experience as before. For our own research,
and that of who directly collaborate with us, the original
image collection is available.

The applications we developed for searching the data made
the data very useful. However, the effort in carrying and
maintaining the GPS and transferring the data to a com-
puter has been a discouraging factor. Acquiring location
data using a mobile phone can solve these problems. Fur-
ther, most smart phones can accurately estimate indoor lo-
cations using Wi-Fi signal strength, and create a more con-
tinuous log. In 2008, NTT Communications of Japan started
“Kiseki”, a service for logging a mobile phone user’s move-
ment [1]. However, this was discontinued as continuous loca-
tion acquisition was too demanding on the batteries of most
mobile phones. We hope this problem will go away with
technological advances.

6. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
We presented a multimedia dataset that spans a year of a

Figure 3: Sample photos from the dataset.

person’s life. The dataset consists of continuously archived
location data and 4179 digital photos with EXIF context
data. We described our effort and experience in capturing
and using the data, and sharing the dataset for public use.
The applications we developed showed that location data
can be very useful for an ordinary user, if there is a way to
capture them without an additional effort.

The dataset has so far been downloaded by more than ten
research institutions for research on different areas such as
multimedia management, community photo collection anal-
ysis, and creation of guided virtual tours. Work is in progress
to expand the dataset by adding location data and images
for different types of activities and events.
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ABSTRACT 

Lifelogging aims to capture a person’s life experiences using 

digital devices. When captured over an extended period of time a 

lifelog can potentially contain millions of files from various 

sources in a range of formats. For lifelogs containing such 

massive numbers of items, we believe it is important to group 

them into meaningful sets and summarize them, so that users can 

search and browse their lifelog data efficiently.  Existing studies 

have explored the segmentation of continuously captured images 

over short periods of at most a few days into small groups of 

“events” (episodes). Yet, for long-term lifelogs, higher levels of 

abstraction are desirable due to the very large number of “events” 

which will occur over an extended period. We aim to segment a 

long-term lifelog at the level of general events which typically 

extend beyond a daily boundary, and to select summary 

information to represent these events.  We describe our current 

work on higher level segmentation and summary information 

extraction for long term life logs and report a preliminary pilot 

study on a real long-term lifelog collection.   

1. INTRODUCTION 
Lifelogging uses digital devices to capture a person’s life 

experiences. Current digital technologies are making it possible to 

record things one has seen or heard and to even detect what one 

was doing by analysis of one’s digital activity records and sensor 

data. Examples of lifelog include [1,2]. Capture of an individual’s 

lifelog can potentially last for many years. Over this time the 

lifelog might contain several years worth of video material, 

millions of personal images, many thousands of other files 

including emails, text messages, and various context data. It is 

unrealistic to expect people to easily browse such a vast collection 

of items. For this reason, applications such as that described in 

[3], are being developed to group certain types of data into small 

meaningful units, which are generally referred to as “events”. 

This type of segmentation can enable people to quickly scan for 

relevant sections of a lifelog covering a day, several days, a week 

or a longer period. However, according to [3], there are about 20 

event per day, that is about 140 events a week, and more than 

7000 events a year. Thus there would still be a very large amount 

of information to browse in a lifelog lasting several years. Thus, 

higher levels of segmentation and abstraction are desirable. 

Although grouping of events by dates, months and years can 

reduce the amount of items (events) that need to be displayed in a 

time period, it is unlikely that people always know the exact date 

associated with their required information. Further people do not 

necessarily want to browse their data using boxes defined by days, 

for example they may prefer to browse for a higher level “event”, 

e.g. a holiday.  We suggest that higher level segmentation should 

follow the way people remember their past experiences, so as to 

help them recognize which group (directory) they need to browse. 

In order to browse a lifelog collection, once items have been 

grouped into events, some form of surrogate summary is needed 

to represent the event. For example, a keyframe image may be 

selected from the event to help people recognize it. To enable 

people to recognize content associated with a certain activity  

based the information presented, it is important that the selected 

information is remindful enough to the user. Since the likelihood 

of recognizing the features of segments depends on how much 

they resemble the structures of the information in one’s 

autobiographical memory, it is desirable that the segmentation 

algorithm can follow some general mechanisms of human 

autobiographical memory. 

Autobiographical memory is the memory system responsible for 

the memory about one’s individual’s life. According to 

autobiographical memory theories [4], there are generally three 

levels of autobiographical memory: lifetime periods, general 

events, and event-specific knowledge. A lifetime event describes 

an extended period such as “when I was working at M company” 

or “when I was living in Y”. A general event refers to a more 

specific period, which is usually in the form of a summary of 

repeated events of the same theme, such as “working on a small 

project”, or an extended event like “a holiday in Italy”. Event-

specific knowledge usually contains vivid sensory-perceptual 

information of a specific event which happened in a consecutive 

time period (usually less than a day). Most of current event 

segmentation research has focused on this final level. 

In the remainder of this paper, we report on a preliminary study to 

investigate the segmentation of lifelogs on the second level:  

general events, and an algorithm for the extraction of summary 

information for each general event. 

2. PROTOTYPE DATA COLLECTION 
It is essential to have a long-term lifelog data set to explore  the 

effectiveness of general event level segmentation. As part of our 

ongoing lifelogging research, several participants have collected 

20 months lifelog data collections containing items recording 

what they have seen and their activities at the computers, together 

with context information such as their location. The details of the 

data captured are suuarmarised as follows: 

SenseCam photos: A wearable camera called Microsoft 

SenseCam was used to continuously capture what the lifelogger 

saw from the first personal perspective. The SenseCam 

proactively captures up to 6 images per minute. 

Computer activities: Each window which comes to the 

foreground on a computer desktop was recorded by a software 

application called S’life. Information captured includes the title 

(name) of the window, the application which the window is 
Copyright is held by the author / owner(s) 
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opened by, the time when the window came to foreground and the 

time when it was closed. It also records the textual content and 

path of files in the window whenever applicable. 

Context: The following context information was recorded: 

Location: Location information was captured based on GPS and 

WiFi using Nokia 95 mobile phone. The location information is 

processed and stored in the form of five separated fields: country, 

country code, region (province, states, county), city, and street. 

People: Names of Bluetooth devices near the lifelogger were 

captured by the Nokia N95 phone. It is expected that people name 

their Bluetooth device (e.g. mobile phones with Bluetooth) with 

their own names, so that the names of people near the lifelogger 

can be captured. In practice, not all people give their device a 

personal name or have their Bluetooth enabled at all times.  

3. SEGMENTATION ALGORITHMS 
Since general events usually take place over a period which 

contains repeated activities or share the same themes, we believe 

that it is possible to segment lifelog data to meaningful general 

events by detecting activity or theme distributions. We assume 

that in a general event, the information, attributes or features for 

the theme of the event occur densely, while such features may 

occur much less frequently in other parts of the lifelog (at least in 

its adjacent periods). Therefore, the segmentation of a lifelog into 

general events is similar to segmenting a textual document into 

several parts with differing main topics. 

One method for segmenting textual documents into topical 

regions is the TextTiling algorithm originally developed by Hearst 

[5]. designed to segment expository texts, which are viewed as 

being composed of a sequence of main topics and a series of 

short,  into subtopics regiosn. The TextTiling algorithm 

decomposes the text into blocks of a predefined size w; a pairwise 

comparison is made between the adjacent blocks using the 

standard vector space similarity measure, which greater similarity 

indicating a stronger match. Points with minimal similarity (i.e. 

valleys in the plotted graph of the similarities between the 

adjacent blocks) are chosen as the most likely candidates for 

segmentation boundaries. The valleys in the plotted graph are 

smoothed with a low pass filter (typically an averaging filter) 

before applying a threshold. In this preliminary long-term lifelog 

segmentation study, we explore segmentation based on computer 

activity information, location data and SenseCam images. 

3.1 Segmentation of Computer Activities 
We assume that people who spend a considerable time on their 

computers each day tend to have a periodic focus on computer 

activity themes. For example, in a certain 3 day period one may be 

interested in one topic, and read many items about it. Or one may 

spend some hours every day for several days working on a 

specific report. Of course, there are “gap” periods when the 

person is not focused on this topic or activity. We propose an 

approach of segmenting general events in (at least one aspect of) a 

person’s lifelog by looking into the distribution of computer 

activities. The detailed procedure is as follows:  

1. Representing computer activities: We use titles of active 

windows to represent computer activities. We assume that 

the window title is most repetitive for that activity. 

2. Creating a document: A straightforward approach to 

creating a composite document is to merge all the window 

titles into a single string (document) in the order in which 

they occurred. However, such a document cannot fully 

represent the distribution of activities since it ignores the 

duration of activities. For example, one may spend 5 hours 

each day working on a document, but there may be only one 

record of this activity. At the same time, some other activities 

(e.g. loading their homepage on a web browser), which the 

person only spends 2 seconds on may be repeated many 

times each day.  For this reason, we need to give long 

duration activities higher weight than short duration ones to 

reflect their importance. To this we repeat an item N times, 

where N=normalized duration of activity/normalized mean 

(if the duration of an activity is longer than the average). 

3. Segmenting documents: We use Hearst's TextTiling 

algorithm [5] with a window size = 25 and smoothing 

parameter s = 1000. 

3.2 Location based Segmenting algorithm  
We assume that people may consider travelling or a holiday to be 

a general event in their lives. If they are the type of person who 

tends to have holidays in a place different from their regular 

location, these types of general events can be distinguished from 

others based on the location information.  

3.2.1 Simplified approach  
A straightforward approach to identifying such events is to read 

the location information one by one until it changes. As we 

described in section 2, location information in our database 

includes names of country, region, city and street names. Since 

street level location can change very frequently in short time 

periods (a few minutes or seconds), we excluded street level 

locations from this algorithm. City or region level change patterns 

can be variable. For example, some people may travel to an 

adjacent city or region to work every day. In this case, we 

consider that frequently occurring location names as “regular 

location”, and only start segmenting when an unusual location 

name at the city level or above occurs. Details were as follows: 

1) The most frequent city, region and country (which took more 

than 30% of the time) are extracted. 

2) For each occurrence of a region or country which is different 

from these names, we start a new temporary segment. This 

segments ends when the region or country changes again.  

3) Since when we are travelling it is possible that we pass by part 

of a region, city or country, if the duration of the segmentation is 

less than 2 hours, we did not consider that as a general event. 

Such segments are either joined with the previous segment or the 

latter. If the previous and latter segments share the same location 

information, the temporary segment is ignored.  

3.2.2 TextTiling segmentation approach 
Another approach to segmenting the lifelog based on location is to 

use the TextTilling method as we described above. We merge the 

location texts in the order of their timestamp with a format of: 

[country code][region][city][street]. Since the sample rate of 

capturing the location data is fixed, no additional repetition is 

needed.  With this format of document, we anticipated that the 

segmentation could automatically detect stable locations for a 

given period. For example, a general event of having a holiday in 

France may involve frequent changes of street name, or even the 

city names, but the country level information would be stable (and 

is the most frequently occurring feature in this period), but 

different from the country names for the rest of time (the 
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surrounding periods). Thus these stable location features could be 

used to distinguish this event from others.   

3.3 SenseCam Concepts based Segmentation 
We hypothesize that visual features may change in different 

general events.  So we applied a similar document segmentation 

approach to segmenting a lifelog with the content of images, or 

more precisely, concepts identified content in the images, The 

application we used to detect the concepts in images is described 

in [6]. It returns a list of confidence scores for the presence of 

each of a set of 27 concepts typically found in SenseCam images 

in each image.  We adopt the following procedure: 

1) Sum the confidence scores for each concept for images in an 

event segmented by [3]. 

2) Merge the concepts (repeat N times) from all events in the 

lifelog to form a document, N = integer (the total confidence 

score of a concept in an event). 

3) Segment with above TextTiling algorithm [5]. 

4. EVALUATION OF SEGMENTATIONS  
In this pilot study, one of the three lifeloggers participated 

together with her lifelog collection. This includes about 450,000 

images, 80,000 Slife records of about 2,000 hours of computer 

activities, and 18 months of context data (350,000 records). The 

latest data of the collection is about 14 months prior to the date of 

experiment. The data was segmented into four parallel sets:  

S0) Segmented on weekly basis (baseline) 

S1) Computer activity based segments  

S2) Location based segments 

S3) Simplified location based segments 

S4) SenseCam concepts based segments (27 concepts) 

The week based segmentation was used as a baseline partially 

because this time is the most straightforward segmentation base, 

but also because week, unlike month, is a perceptible temporal 

circle if a person distinguishes weekday and weekend. Yet, for 

some people, month may be a better segmentation base if they 

have more monthly events,  

4.1 Method 
A five point rating scale was used to evaluate each set of 

segmentation results (1=definitely a wrong segment point, to 

5=definitely a correct segment point). Different materials were 

provided to assist the participant in rating the segmentations 

generated by the above algorithms. The average scores were 

compared with that of weekly baseline segmentation. 

Judging Location-Based Segments: To rate the segmentation 

made based on location information, a list of merged location 

information was displayed with timestamps of the first and last 

captured records at that location before the location changes. 

Judging Segmentation of Computer Activity Records: To assist 

the participant in judging the segmentation, we developed an 

experimental platform which shows:  

1) daily computer activity records with: title and time of the top 

5 activities in that day with the longest duration.  

2) a list of segmentation points with timestamps.  

Judging of Segmentation based on SenseCam Image Concepts: 

The DCU SenseCam browser1 was used to assist the participant in 

recalling what was happening around the time of each segment 

point, so as to make judgments and ratings. 

Judging Baseline Segments (Weekly): An experimental platform 

was developed based on the one used in judging computer activity 

based segments. Names of locations were added to the daily 

activity box.  

4.2 Results 
Five segmentation sets were evaluated using the data owner’s 

manual judgment.  Segments were considered to be bad if they 

were made between: 

1) two identical locations: at city level or above 

2) two identical computer activities: since we repeated the titles of 

long duration computer activities when creating the document for 

segmentation, it is possible that bad segmentation points can be 

placed between two of the same items which we repeated at 

document creation stage.  

Table 1. Comparing segmentations results 

 S0 S1 S2 S3 S4 

Total segments 78 81 17 21 46 

Bad segments N/A 7 14 N/A N/A 

Average rating score 2.24 2.22 1.00 4.78 2.71 
 

The simplified location-based approach (S3) was the most precise, 

while the TextTilling (S2) location-based segmentation did not 

get a single correct segment. In the latter case most of the 

segmentation points appeared between two identical records (with 

the same location at city level). The computer activity based and 

SenseCam concepts based segmentation approaches tend to have 

similar satisfactory scores as the weekly based segmentation, 

which is generally not very satisfactory. However, the score is 

entirely based on the participants subjective rating, which may not 

be very reliable, since the user may not always be able to tell what 

was happening based on the information provided when making 

the judgments.  

5. SUMMARY GENERATION 
After the events are segmented a remindful surrogate for the event 

needs to be generated or extracted to represent the segment, so as 

to help users decide which event to explore. 

It has been found that salient items/events or things a person spent 

more effort on or repeated many times are better remembered. We 

hypothesize that activities or features, which occur frequently in 

one period, but less frequently in the remainder of the lifelog, are 

a good representative for that period. We developed summarizing 

algorithms based this hypothesis, and tested them through a self-

rating scale regarding: how easily the participant could recognize 

the periods with the summary information. 

5.1 Algorithms 
The summary of each general event included the title of the main 

computer activity, a SenseCam image, and location information. 

1. Summary Information from Computer activities 

                                                                 

1http://sensecambrowser.codeplex.com/. 
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The representativeness score of a computer activity for a given 

period is calculated by: The total time of that activity during that 

period / total time of that activity during rest of the time in the 

lifelog collection. The top five highest score computer activities’ 

titles of each general event were selected in the evaluation. 

2. Key SenseCam image: 

1) The key concept is calculated by the:  (sum of the likelihood of 

the concept for images in the given period)/(sum of likelihood of 

the concept for images in the rest of the lifelog collection); 

2) Key images were selected from the images in the period with 

highest likelihood for this concept.  

3. Summary location information 

The top two regions, countries, cities (if there were more than one 

of the above), and street names during the given period were 

selected to represent the location in that period.  

5.2 Evaluation  

5.2.1 Method 
The summarizing algorithms were evaluated using the lifelog 

segmented into regions of general events. Since we did not get 

satisfactory results with the approaches in section 4, we decided to 

have the data manually segmented by the participant based on 

computer activities. This segmentation was combined with 

segmentations from location-based approach (S2). Summary 

information including key computer activity title, location and key 

SenseCam image was selected for each segmented general event.  

 

Figure1. Summary evaluation interface 

An experimental platform was developed to present the summary 

information for the user to evaluate (Figure 1). A five point rating 

scale was used to investigate how easily a general event could be 

recognized based on the summary information, ranging from 

1=unable to recognize the given period at all, to 5=it was 

extremely easy to recognize the general event with the summary 

information.  Three five point rating scales were used for 

evaluating the effectiveness of each of the three types of summary 

information as memory cues for recognizing the periods, with 

1=extremely ineffective to 5=extremely strong cue. 

5.2.2 Results 
The general easiness of recall effectiveness as memory cues for 

computer activities, location, and key SenseCam images achieved 

average rating scores of 3.6, 3.5, 1.9, and 2.8 respectively. The 

location information was particularly representative for the events 

when the person is away from routine location. Most of the 

selected computer activities were remindful for the activities that 

the user was doing, but they were not good cues for the exact time 

period, e.g. the year, month, etc. While some SenseCam images 

could be considered as representative for certain periods (mostly 

routine events), they are not good cues for recalling context 

information such as what time period an event was in. For general 

events which took place in a distinctive environment (e.g. a 

holiday abroad), although some key images were good cues, they 

did not usually concern the most representative scenes. 

6.  CONCLUSION 
In this study, we examined automatic segmentation of general 

events in a prototype lifelog collection from an individual life 

logger. We segmented the lifelog using three types of data: 

records of computer activities, location, and visual concepts 

detected through content analysis of SenseCam images, and 

compared these with week based segmentation against a manual 

segmentation provided by the life logger. The main approach used 

for segmentation was to merge the text of records to form a single 

“document” representative, and then to segment it into sub-

documents using the TextTilling algorithm. The results of the 

pilot study do not provide an immediate solution to the challenges 

of segmentation of long-term lifelogs. This may due to improper 

parameters of the TextTilling algorithm, the choice of the 

algorithm itself or the way in which documents were generated.  

We also proposed an approach to selecting summary information 

to represent the events, and evaluated these using rating scales. 

We found that computer activity summaries were generally 

remindful regarding activities during the represented period, but 

they were not good cues for time attributes. Location provided 

good cues when it was distinctive from routine locations.  

Further work will explore varying the segmentation parameters 

and alternative ways of creating the “document” to segment. Since 

how people segment temporal general events may be influenced 

by the context such as the current task and initial cues, future 

work may also explore dynamic segmentation which could cater 

for different tasks. 
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ABSTRACT
With an increased societal focus on a sustainable economy
and a healthy population, well-being of knowledge workers
has become an important topic. This paper investigates
techniques to support a knowledge worker to manage his
well-being. A possible solution is to monitor the workers’
behaviour and use this information for giving feedback as
soon as his well-being is threatened. Knowledge workers
use a broad range of communication means to achieve their
goals, like a computer and mobile phone. Our research aims
at using features like mouse clicks, active applications or
key presses, because these are rather simple features to ob-
tain instead of more invasive tools like a heart-rate monitor.
This paper presents the first results of our research. First,
logging of low-level features is developed. Based on these
features the behaviour of different users is investigated. At
first sight, this behaviour seems to be rather chaotic, but
by taking into account different tasks, more structure is ob-
served within the data. This paper shows that different be-
haviour is observed for different users and different tasks,
while the same characteristics are observed when a user is
performing the same task. This suggests that also anoma-
lous behaviour might be recognized, which is an important
result for developing self-coaching tools.

1. INTRODUCTION
In the modern knowledge economy, the demands for pro-

ductivity of knowledge workers are steadily increasing. At
the same time, information sources and communication means
are more fragmented than ever. Real-time communication
means, such as e-mail, (micro)blogging and other social me-
dia have generated an overflow of information, lacking a
structure that is adapted to the user’s tasks. Networked
information systems and portable devices make it possible
to work anywhere, posing challenges to context aware net

Permission to make digital or hard copies of all or part of this work for
personal or classroom use is granted without fee provided that copies are
not made or distributed for profit or commercial advantage and that copies
bear this notice and the full citation on the first page. To copy otherwise, to
republish, to post on servers or to redistribute to lists, requires prior specific
permission and/or a fee.
Copyright 20XX ACM X-XXXXX-XX-X/XX/XX ...$10.00.

centric organisation of documents, task lists etc. Finally,
since the work force in Western countries is ageing it is in-
creasingly important to develop supportive techniques that
help people having a reduced work capacity due to a medi-
cal condition to maintain a healthy work-style. The project
User Centric Reasoning for Well-working (UCR4W)1 is in-
vestigating the key determinants for well-being at work. One
of the guiding hypotheses of the project is that logging the
activities of knowledge workers can be the basis for an ef-
fective computer based coach. The objective of the project
is to develop user-centric sensing and reasoning techniques
that help to improve well-being at home and at work. Tech-
nology should help people improve their sense of being and
feeling in control, with a positive impact on work efficiency
and effectiveness, work pleasure, mental and physical health
status. An example of empowerment is to have relevant in-
formation from personal data collections available ’just-in-
time’. We think that understanding the activities and tasks
of individuals is a key condition to achieve this.

In this paper we describe a study that is carried out as a
precursor to the UCR4W project and present initial results
of an experiment. The underlying idea of the study is that
knowledge workers could possibly be helped to adapt their
work style by providing them neutral feedback about their
work style and activities. Section 2 discusses the background
and assumptions of the study. Experimental results are pre-
sented in Section 3. We conclude with the implications of
our results and future research in Section 4.

2. FEEDBACK FOR SELF-COACHING
The information overload and context switches of knowl-

edge workers can be a threat for productivity and well-being
at work. Let us consider the following scenario:

Scenario
Imagine a typical working day as a knowledge worker. You
have different projects running and today your plan is to
work on project A and B. For project A you do some inter-
net search and start typing a document. While you are busy

1UCR4W is a 8 MEuro 4 year project co-funded through
the Dutch national research programme COMMIT. Partners
are: TNO, Novay, University of Twente, Radboud Univer-
sity Nijmegen, Philips research, Ericsson, Roessing R&D,
Noldus Information Technology, Netherlands Centre for So-
cial Innovation, Dutch Ministry of the Interior.
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a colleague asks your help for project C. You interrupt your
work to help her search for some information. When a mail
about project B arrives you decide to switch to this project
as it is quite urgent to finish the required document. Sud-
denly you notice it is 5 o’ clock and you did not finish your
work on project A as planned. You might start wondering:
How did I spend my time today?

The relation between work-style and well-being at work
Knowledge workers typically have various tasks and dead-
lines and they have to produce results. The possibility to
easily switch tasks makes working very fragmented. The
course of action is not always self planned but also deter-
mined by external causes, like phone calls, mails, informa-
tion requests, other persons or appointments [3]. Knowledge
workers typically have to self-manage their work and make
a good planning in order to be able to accomplish all their
tasks. All in all this way of working easily causes a feeling of
stress and it is quite difficult to keep a good overview what
it is one has done over the course of a day, weeks or even
months. A study has shown that knowledge workers often
spend effort in tracking their own tasks (13%). Automating
this process would be of great benefit for the working pro-
cess. A system that could monitor and provide overviews
of performed activities could support the worker with her
self-management, adapt her work-style [1] and in this way
diminish cognitive load and stress. More awareness of ones
own working process might also have beneficial effects on
the on-task behavior and adherence to scheduled activities
[9].

Feedback based on action recognition
As a first step to test the hypothesis that tracking activ-
ity and work-style can improve well-being at work a simple
feedback tool is under development which can automatically
infer and log the tasks a user is performing. The log infor-
mation could be presented in the form of a daily or weekly
overview, showing the amount of time spent on tasks and
the number of interruptions or task switches. Such a tool
requires the following steps: i) design of an activity ontol-
ogy, ii) automatic logging of low level computer interaction
data iii) developing an inference module that maps low level
activity to the activity ontology level iv) developing an ef-
fective presentation mode for feedback purposes. In this
paper we report work on the first three steps, the main con-
tributions of our study are related to i) and iii). The first
step necessary in this research is the creation of a taxonomy
of tasks people could be performing. Several taxonomies of
tasks have already been proposed in the literature. The tax-
onomies about internet use by Morrison, Pirolli and Card [7]
indicate that a distinction between actions on three different
levels might be appropriate: The method the user adopts,
the purpose of his actions and the specific content. The
next step of this project is task recognition. A model will
be made for the inference process from simple logging data
to higher level tasks. We intend to compare several types
of features, both static and temporal in combination with
various classifier schemes. In section 3 we will report initial
work, since the experiments are still ongoing. A final step is
connecting the tasks recognition module to a graphical user
interface. It is important to make the interaction with the
system as pleasant as possible. Myers et al. [8] state that
the system should be directable, personalizable, teachable

and transparent. So in order to work well the system should
optimally cooperate with – and adapt to – to the user. The
tool should provide a means for the user to give feedback
without irritating him and it should keep learning.

Related work
There has already been done much theoretical and applied
research in the field of action understanding (e.g. [2, 4, 11]).
Research on pattern recognition in sensor data, multimodal
fusion and models for human goal directed behaviour are
relevant for our work. Some research has specifically focused
on recognizing patterns of user activities on PCs [6, 10].
These studies all focus on the detection of a specific kind of
information to trigger certain actions. Our research differs
as we want to log all kinds of activity in order to make a
human understandable overview and categorization of tasks.
Our intent is to give the user a better overview and more
awareness about his working process and in this way help
him improving his performance.

3. PILOT STUDY: WORK-LOGGING

3.1 Task analysis
Taking a user centred approach, a questionnaire was used

to investigate the typical way of working of knowledge work-
ers and their demands on software supporting them in their
daily practices. From the responses by 47 knowledge workers
at TNO we concluded that for a tool to be usable for sup-
port, the captured activity data should be aggregated to a
higher level in order to provide the user with valuable infor-
mation. The recognition of the task a user is performing is a
useful first step towards providing the user understandable
feedback and insights about his working process. On the ba-
sis of the questionnaire a set of tasks that knowledge workers
perform was identified. The answers to the questions ‘What
tasks do you perform and how do you use your computer for
this?’ and ‘Describe a typical working day’ were manually
grouped into sets of similar answers to derive a set of typical
task types. The appropriateness of the identified set of task
types was confirmed by several knowledge workers. From all
task types, the tasks performed at the computer were finally
selected for automatic task recognition (see Table 1 for the
task labels used).

3.2 Data collection
After identification of the software demands by the users,

our next step consisted of investigating whether the com-
puter could possibly fulfill these demands. In an experimen-
tal phase the computer activities of three knowledge workers
were logged using uLog.2 An additional tool was created
that reminded the user every 10 minutes to annotate his
or her activity by selecting one of the labels from the task
list (and indicating his level of wellworking). About two
weeks of data collection resulted in a labelled raw data set.
The labelled raw data set was processed to extract several
features, for example how often the user clicked or which
application was mainly in focus within a five minute time
frame (cf. Table 3 for a full list of extracted features; cf.
Table 1 for the amount of data points per label). In total
20, 180, 66 labelled segments were recorded for the three
users respectively.

2http://www.noldus.com
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Table 1: Dataset - amount of data per label

Task label # data as percentage F-value

read mail 11 4% 0.583
write mail 12 5% 0.348
organize/archive data 5 2% 0
plan 14 5% 0
make presentation 3 1% 1
create visualisation 4 2% 0.857
program 63 24% 0.977
write report/paper 82 31% 0.8
search information 17 6% 0.654
read article/text 17 6% 0.746
make overview 31 12% 0.621
analyse data 7 3% 0
TOTAL 266 100% 0.656

3.3 Analysis of the labelled data
First analysis showed that distinguishable patterns of com-

puter activity arose per assigned task label. The most in-
dicative feature seems to be the application that was mainly
in focus, which is logical as specific tasks require specific
applications, as for example ‘programming’ is done in a pro-
gramming application. But there is not always a simple one
to one mapping between application and task. For both
the tasks ‘write report’ and ‘search information’ Word has
main focus, but someone ‘searching for information’ addi-
tionally uses an Internet browser and AcrobatReader (see
Figure 1). Therefore the distribution of all applications in
the time frame should be considered.

Besides the used applications the keyboard and mouse
activity can be used to further distinguish tasks. Figure
2 shows the distribution of clicks and typed characters for
the different task labels. Some features alone already have
discriminative power (see Figure 3 for an indication of infor-
mation gain ratio per feature), for example the amount of
typed characters is about 0 for searching information, about
50 for mail writing and about 200 for report writing. Com-
bining more features increases the discriminative power, for
example tasks not discriminable by number of typed charac-
ters (for example writing mail and making an overview, both
about 50 typed characters) could be recognized on basis of
the number of clicks (about 40 vs. about 80).

A final useful feature that could indicate the task a user is
performing is the amount of switching between different ap-
plications. Figure 3 plots the typical distribution for various
users to show that there are clear individual differences.

3.4 Experiment: Automatic activity labelling
Some initial results about automatic activity labelling are

available (see Table 2). We used Weka (see Hall et al. [5]) to
train some classifiers and tested their performance by means
of 10 fold cross validation. Labelling each activity simply as
the majority class ’write report/ paper’ with Weka’s ZeroR
classifier yielded a baseline accuracy of 30.83% (F=0.145).
Using Weka’s Naive Bayes classifier with just the feature
mainApp to classify tasks resulted in an accuracy of 59.77%
(F=0.468), so we can conclude that the application that
was mainly in focus is a very strong feature. Adding the
other features with mouse and keyboard information and in-
dications about active applications and application switches

Figure 1: Distribution of application usage (as per-
centage of time that the application was in focus)
per task

Figure 2: Distribution of #clicks and #characters
per task

(discretized with Weka’s preprocessing option) improved the
classification accuracy to 70.30% (macro-averaged F=0.656;
F values per task can be found in Table 1). Leaving out all
features that address the use of specific applications, clas-
sification accuracy drops to 52%, with an average F=0.45,
which stresses that application-dependent information is im-
portant as well for task identification.

4. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
We have found promising first results showing that it is

feasible to log the activities of knowledge workers and use
this information to classify the tasks that they are perform-
ing. Future research at TNO and Radboud University will
focus on extending this research to larger data sets and more
systematic comparisons of different task classifiers. The
present results suggest individual differences between users,
indicating that personalization may be an essential feature
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Figure 3: Application usage and switching behavior
per user

Table 2: Classification - initial results
Classifier Accuracy Averaged F

Baseline (classify as main class) 30.83% 0.145
Naive Bayes (use only mainApp) 59.77% 0.468
Naive Bayes (use all features) 70.30% 0.656

of a task classification tool.
The next steps within the UCR4W project aim at the

recognition of anomalous behaviour for each task that might
signal a decreasing well-being of a worker. The data col-
lection will probably be extended with a component that
captures some semantic content that helps to model the in-
teraction of well-being with an activity related to a particu-
lar project. Furthermore, the project will evaluate the self-
coaching tools together with end-users in order to improve
its acceptance. Finally, proper privacy protection mecha-
nisms and procedures will be an integral part of the project,
because these tools are based on personal data.
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Abstract 
An assistive living system that gives our elderly population 
the comfort and confidence necessary to remain 
independently in their own homes is essential for enhanced 
longevity. Ambient Assistive Living technology that provides 
intuitive and context-sensitive support presents researchers 
with additional challenges. This paper describes the 
development of an ambient framework which augments and 
extends the open source framework OpenAAL with enhanced 
reasoning, intelligent monitoring of the person and decision-
making capabilities. It overviews an “Ambient Assistant” 
application that showcases the capabilities of the framework. 
The aim of this research is a generic framework for assistive 
living with fully interoperable components such as multi-
parameter sensors and decision making. 

1 Introduction 
There is a very strong need to support ambient assistive living 
technologies in the home, Turner et al. [15]. Age UK [1], in a 
recent study for the Department of Work and Pensions reports 
that nearly a fifth of people living in the UK today are 
expected to celebrate their 100th birthday and more than 10 
million of the UK's current residents, the equivalent of 17% 
of the population, are expected to live until they are at least 
100. As the population ages, elderly people are more likely to 
suffer from reduced mobility, disability and mental health 
problems such as memory impairments.  According to 
statistics published by the Alzheimer’s Society UK [3], there 
are currently over 750,000 in the UK with an age-related 
cognitive illness and this figure is estimated to reach one 
million by 2025. The financial cost to the government of 
illnesses such as Alzheimer’s disease and Dementia is 20 
billion pounds each year whilst family carers save the 
economy an additional 6 billion pounds plus per year looking 
after their loved ones at home. With figures and costs 
predicted to rise in the future it is important to develop 
successful Ambient Assistive Living (AAL) solutions which 
can help people stay independent in their own homes for as 
long as possible thus reducing avoidable entry into hospitals 
or care homes. The definition of Assistive Technology (AT) 
taken from the Alzheimer’s Society and The Foundation for 
Assistive Technology (FAST), [5, 3] refers to 'any device or 
system that allows an individual to perform a task that they 

would otherwise be unable to do, or increases the ease and 
safety with which the task can be performed'. It ranges from 
the simplest calendar, clock and pill-boxes to high tech 
solutions such as satellite navigation tracking systems which 
can locate someone who has wandered. Developing and 
applying AT within the home that can adapt and intelligently 
react to the users contextual needs is an extensively 
researched area. In spite of the significant research most AT 
on the market today requires the end user to adapt their 
behaviour to suit the limited intelligence or capabilities of the 
assisted living device or system, Wichert, [16]. This is 
inadequate if we are to successfully support the social care of 
today’s elderly population. This paper highlights the main 
challenges associated with assisted living technologies and 
describes the approach taken in this research to overcome 
these challenges. This research aims to address the limitations 
of existing frameworks by augmenting and extending the 
open source framework OpenAAL which was developed by 
Wolf et al, [10] with enhanced reasoning, intelligent 
monitoring of the person and advanced decision-making 
capabilities. The extended framework namely AMiCA 
(Ambient Middleware for Context-Awareness) will interface 
with sensor technology such as the Vicon Revue [15] to 
model the user’s behaviour and environment to develop 
advanced reasoning and intelligence for an AAL application. 
It also considers the design of an AAL “Ambient Assistant” 
application for assisting older adults with activities of daily 
living. This approach has the attractive characteristic that it 
offers a supportive environment for both inside and outside 
the home. It does not rely on a large supporting sensor 
infrastructure, which means it can be easily deployed in a 
range of contexts and locations without any changes. This 
facilitates new classes of ubiquitous AAL applications and 
devices can be developed with the framework thus enhancing 
the range of useful assistive technologies for older adults. 

2 Assistive living technology 
The Royal Commission on Long Term Care, [11] report that 
enhancing the social care of our elderly population can be 
achieved through the preferred strategy of aging in place. To 
date fulfilling the requirements of this approach has been 
difficult due to the diverse needs of this social group. 
Enabling an elderly person to remain in their own home has 
been shown to enhance their quality of life, as reported in the 
findings of a systematic assessment of the social, ethical and 
privacy issues involved in ICT and Ageing by the EU Senior 
Project [12]. Designing dynamic AAL systems for an actively 
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aging population requires highly adaptable and intelligent 
context-awareness of users and their behaviours. A greater 
number of challenges appear due to the complexity involved 
in designing dynamic AAL context-aware systems and 
services. Henricksen et al, [7], describe the challenges as 
including the integration of a wide range of software and 
hardware components whilst at the same time maintaining the 
need for user privacy and personalised interaction with the 
right levels of context-sensitivity. The complexity involved in 
designing and developing context-aware systems and services 
makes context-aware middleware an essential requirement. 
Context-aware middleware is recognised as the enabler and 
simplifier of technology and services for dynamic systems 
such as those necessary in AAL. The need for an efficient 
middleware framework to seamlessly join the required sensor, 
network protocols, hardware, and software components 
together is well accepted [7]. To date various context-aware 
middleware platforms and frameworks have been designed 
however none have become an accepted standard in this area 
[2,10,13].  The intention of this framework is to enable the 
seamless provision of context-aware services to highly 
dynamic environments such as AAL environments. AMiCA 
aims to simplify the design process and address the 
challenges by integrating sensor technology, intelligent 
algorithms and ontologies in its multi-layered architectural 
design approach. 

2.1 Challenges 

The following computer science challenges arise in the field 
of assisted living: 
 
Sensing the users’ environment: involves gathering data 
about the users’ daily living activities in the home and 
outdoors. Current sensors often gather imprecise data.  

Data: acquisition, integration, modelling, presentation and 
distribution of data from multiple sources can often be 
difficult and lead to uncertainty.  

Interaction: supporting effective communication between the 
user, family/carer and social care provider. 

Personalised interaction: recognising the users social care 
needs and how they change over time. Interaction which is 
unique to the user needs to be context sensitive, adaptable and 
flexible in order to accommodate their changing needs. 

Analysis: involves context data, current environment 
conditions and surrounding objects which are used to exploit 
and derive the users’ activity. This data is often ‘noisy’ and 
difficult to apply intelligence and inference mechanisms. 

Confidentiality: appropriate measures to support individual 
privacy and dignity, confidentiality, information and network 
security, and appropriate use of sensors and data collection. 

Integration: interoperability issues between the 
heterogeneous hardware and software components in AAL 
systems and devices. No accepted standard to date. 

In view of the diverse challenges in assisted living, this 
research aims to build on existing work and provide a 

framework which will support dynamic context-aware 
services optimised for use in an assistive living environment.  

2.2 Addressing the challenges 

Developing an efficient framework from scratch is a 
significant task, mostly due to the length of time involved and 
level of expertise required to design and develop an 
efficiently generic system. A practical alternative is the 
adoption and improvement of an existing middleware 
platform. Based on the timeframe and scope of this research, 
the OpenAAL [9] framework with additions such as an 
enhanced intelligent reasoning module, a dynamic inference 
module and an activity prediction module will add the 
necessary functionality required to build context sensitive 
applications for AAL domains. The AMiCA framework is a 
multi-layered design with intelligent reasoning and decision-
making support. This approach aims to seamlessly and 
opportunistically provide the connectivity required by 
services of highly dynamic environments such as AAL 
clients. By delivering appropriate timely context-aware 
services new classes of ubiquitous AAL applications and 
devices can be developed thus increasing the quality of life of 
an increasing elder population. The key components within 
the AMiCA framework (see Figure 1) are the environmental 
sensing layer, the sensor integration layer or sensor fusion 
layer, the context management layer, the application logic 
layer and the service layer. The lowest architectural level of 
the architecture consists of location and context sensors in a 
person’s home environment. To enable the dynamic 
integration of context sources, it is essential to keep the 
sensing as a separate layer. Details related to data acquisition 
from the various sensors can be made available on demand.  
 
At the lowest level of the system direct and indirect context is 
sensed using the Vicon Revue and if necessary other suitable 
sensors such as Java Sun SPOT’s and Parallax ultrasonic 
sensors may be employed. The users existing assistive 
technology systems such as telecare systems etc can also be 
incorporated into the framework if appropriate. This will 
address integration issues found in existing frameworks. 
Systems which are interoperable and can co-exist with other 
plug and play devices offers another unique aspect to this work 
as yet there are no accepted standard in this area. The sensor 
integration layer combines the data that has been acquired by 
the sensors and other relevant context sources and intelligently 
groups the data together. This approach simplifies application 
development by promoting reuse of software.  Additionally 
higher-level context data can be more easily inferred as a 
result of intelligently managing the data at lower levels. This 
multi-layered approach to the handling of context data 
facilitates decision making at the highest levels. This 
intelligence is further enriched with context related facts about 
the user or service and passed to the context management layer 
for intelligent reasoning, inference and activity prediction. A 
combination of ontological reasoning and rule-based reasoning 
is used to efficiently group and reason over the context data in 
the reasoning module. Domain modelling and a combination 
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of Bayesian networking and a Hidden Markov Model (HMM) 
algorithm approach is used to optimise inference over 
uncertain data as part of the analysis of users’ behaviour.  This 
will enable prediction of profiles to assist with intelligent 
monitoring. The contextual manager stores details on all the 
context sources that are available or become available during 
discovery. The contextual data store records the context data 
received from the various context sources and also records 
Spatio-temporal changes in the data. Each sub-level of the 
context management layer will have access to this data store 
over time. The application logic layer implements the logic of 
the actual context-aware ‘Ambient Assistant’ application and 
will make calls for additional resources such as web-based 
services on hosted servers in the cloud. Based on the results of 
context reasoning and decision making mechanisms in the 
lower layers, the higher-level applications can adjust their 
behaviours and adapt their services for users. Service 
discovery and registration is also delivered at this level in the 
AMiCA architecture.  

 
The key components within the multi-layered AMiCA 
architecture are: 
– Sensing mechanisms/procedures 
– Sensor integration layer 
– Context management layer 

– Intelligent reasoning module 
– Inference module 
– Activity prediction module 
– Contextual shared data store 

– Application logic layer 
– Service registry 

– Cloud data store 
 
A cloud-based assistive living application, namely Ambient 
Assistant (AA) will be developed to validate the efficiency of 
the framework. The application will be cloud-based thus 
promoting true ambient intelligence. In addition, the creation 
of such a highly adaptive and context-aware cloud-based 
assistive living application will have the potential to provide a 
wide range of support.  
 

                  
     

Figure 1: High-level overview of AMiCA framework  

2.3 Sensing using the Vicon Revue 

The majority of the context data collected in this research will 
be sensed using the Vicon Revue. The Revue is a small 
lightweight, wearable device that passively captures the 
persons’ day-to-day activities as a series of images and sensor 
readings [4,6]. In our research the Revue image data is 
mapped against actual locations both inside and outside the 
home and is used to monitor the user’s activities on a daily 
basis. The Revue’s image mapping data although created 
inside and outside the home by somewhat different means 
uses key reference points and their associated tagged images 
for intelligent monitoring of the person. This background 
mapping data can now be used in two main ways. As the 
GPS-enabled Revue is not available at this time, we have 
used a Sony Ericsson k850i mobile device which is GPS 
enabled to capture images for real-time monitioring. This 
involves real-time monitoring of the persons’ behaviour from 
the incoming images and using these images to determine if 
the person is coping sufficiently well or needs immediate 
prompting. If they are outdoors and are not following their 
expected daily routine (e.g. they are half a mile from home, 
when their ‘meals on wheels is arriving’) then they can be 
proactively prompted via a voice based prompt from a mobile 
device. Another way of using the image data is to use the data 
gathered over a period, say a month/year to determine the 
lifestyle behaviour of the person and evaluate if they are 
carrying out their activities to an acceptable standard – e.g. 
less time spent outside the house or shorter distances travelled 
may indicate deterioration in their mobility. This history 
profiling requires intelligent processing of the collected image 
data and sensor readings to enable meaningful results to be 
obtained. For example the persons’ behaviour can be profiled 
with regard to expected daily/weekly/monthly behaviour and 
then using rule-based reasoning and intelligent techniques can 
be used to determine any deterioriation in health related 
activities recognised. The data acquired to date is integrated 
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into the AMiCA framework and an intelligent user interface 
application and voiceXML based mobile prompting system is 
been developed. In addition a communication link to the 
family carer/helper via a text message will be incorportated 
into the design and if major deviations from the persons’ 
expected behavior occur during monitoring the carer will 
receive communiction. This work provides an attractive 
characteristic in that it offers a supportive environment for 
both inside and outside the home without relying on any 
supporting sensor infrastructure, which means it can be easily 
deployed in a range of contexts.  

2.3 ‘Ambient Assistant’ Application 

The proposed ‘Ambient Application’ (Figure 2) will 
showcase the unique contributions of the enhanced 
middleware platform. The application will offer the user a 
fully interactive touch-screen companion on a screen 
appropriately located inside the home and also on a mobile 
device. The application will prompt, remind and locate the 
person if they are lost and generally offer comfort and 
support.  
 

 
 

Figure 2: Ambient Assistant GUI  
 

3 Conclusion 
Ambient frameworks for assistive living environments have 
particular requirements not present in other domains thus 
presenting many unique problems for the researcher. It is 
generally accepted that a middleware platform is necessary to 
provide context-aware support. This paper has presented 
AMiCA, an ambient middleware framework for supporting 
the development of context-aware applications. It is based on 
a multi-layered intelligent reasoning approach where 
dynamically sensed context can be represented, reasoned, 
adapted and utilised. By providing this level of intelligent 
decision-making, innovative and intuitive assisted living 
solutions are facilitated thus supporting and enhancing the 
quality of life of our aging population.  
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ABSTRACT
An active online user nowadays stores and publishes more
and more information in internet based systems. The overall
amount of information is building up a Distributed Personal
Archive (DPA). Our vision is to analyse the individual user’s
data contained in the DPA to conclude information about
the user and to derive information about his health state.
By analyzing the data in the DPA, health features can be
retrieved which, when jointly assessed, allow to conclude on
the user’s health profile with respect to a given health state
or disease. Taking into account specific characteristics of
DPA derived health profiles, medically sensible applications
can be developed.

Categories and Subject Descriptors
H.3.3 [Information Systems]: Information Storage and
Retrieval—Information Search and Retrieval ; J.3 [Computer
Applications]: Life and Medical Sciences—Health

General Terms
Design, Human Factors

Keywords
Distributed Personal Archives, Personal Health, Wellness
Informatics

1. INTRODUCTION
With the evolving use of cloud, online and Web2.0 applica-
tions, people publish and store large amounts of media and
information online. People post their current activities on
Facebook, twitter their feelings and emotions, publish videos
on YouTube, share photos on Picasa and organize their fam-
ily’s schedule using Google Calender. They are building up
a distributed and heterogeneous amount of data that is com-
plementing and to some extent replacing the local personal
media archives, thereby forming what we call a ”Distributed
Personal Archive” (DPA).

DPA therefore contain considerable amounts of information
about the user, his profile, context and interests. Our vision
is to derive a personal health profile, i.e. information about a
person’s health state from his DPA. For certain diseases and
health states we expect that it is possible to draw medically
significant conclusions based on the analysis of DPA.

The paper is structured in the following way: First we ex-
plain the concept of Distributed Personal Archives. Fol-
lowing that we describe how data in DPA can be analysed
for health purposes by first deriving health features which
then are jointly assessed to conclude on a user’s health pro-
file, thereby taking advantage of the specific properties of
DPA over conventional personal archives. We describe which
types of applications we see on top of that data and end with
a conclusion.

2. DISTRIBUTED PERSONAL ARCHIVES
Nowadays an active online user is often using a plethora of
online services such as social networks, blogs, communities,
portals, mail and calendar services etc [6]. Since these online
services virtually always require the creation of an account,
the online information, data and activities can be attributed
to the individual user. This data is often highly social, be-
ing interlinked and connected to the user’s social network,
related to other users’ data, interactively commented and
”liked”, cited and re-tweeted. The overall amount of such
online information and data, attributed to an individual
user, distributed over the various heterogeneous services and
sources, and connected to the user’s social network, is what
we call that individual user’s ”Distributed Personal Archive”
(DPA).

The information that is found in a DPA is often strongly
related to a user’s behaviour, his or her recent activities or
mental state, but also the location, context and environ-
ment. Therefore it is well-suited to draw conclusions related
to the user’s well-being and health [5]. DPA sources that we
consider to be potentially interesting are:

• In microblogs (e.g. Facebook status message, Twit-
ter tweeds), users share current thoughts and activi-
ties, and generally express themselves.

• Media Sharing platforms (e.g. Flickr, YouTube) fre-
quently are used for sharing memories about past joint
events with friends and relatives.
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• Social Activities (e.g. commenting on or ”liking”
other activities, re-tweeting on Twitter) as one core
functionality of Web2.0 communities are particularly
used for communicating with others but also for ex-
pressing oneself by embracing other content.

• Location Based Networks (e.g. Foursquare, Gowalla,
Google Latitude) add spatial context to social activi-
ties and allow to identify a user’s and her or his friend’s
past and current position.

• More and more sensor based systems upload infor-
mation to internet portals. The most popular exam-
ples are GPS based systems, including Google Lati-
tude or Glympse to log and share one’s current posi-
tion, and various applications used for hiking, running,
biking and other outdoor and fitness activities. Other
sensors include the NikePlus system that integrates a
shoe-worn step sensor to monitor a runner’s pace, and
the Wiscale that uploads the user’s current weight and
body fat percentage via WLAN to the Withings portal.

• Online Applications relocate virtually all types of
previously local applications into ”the cloud”. Systems
such as Google Calendar, Toodledo (to do list) or Ever-
note (notebook) particularly support the productivity
and the personal organization.

• A health specific data source is the Personal Health
Record (PHR) [4]. PHR are motivated by the need
for patient empowerment and the related information
requirements of the individual. They store all kind of
health-related information, including information about
diseases and medication but also general data such as
weight, blood-pressure, fitness level and others. Unlike
electronic patient records that are stored in a hospi-
tal or at a physician and focus on diseases, PHR are
owned and maintained by the individual person and
stress the aspect of life-long monitoring of the health
status and positive health behaviour. Recent examples
are Google Health and Microsoft HealthVault.

The level of privacy and visibility of the data in a DPA varies
considerably among the different sources [8]. While some
(e.g. Twitter Feeds, Blogs) are publicly accessible, others
(e.g. Facebook status messages, one’s location on Gowalla)
may be visible only to the peer network, one’s ”friends” or
”buddies”. The access may also be restricted to only an
explicitly defined group (e.g. photo sharing on Picasa). Fi-
nally, cloud-based applications are usually designed for being
accessed only privately by the user itself.

Insights about the individual user can already be gained by
just taking into account the publicly visible information (and
systems such as PleaseRobMe.com aggregate such data in a
pretty spectacular way). However, for a meaningful data
analysis access to the user’s accounts in the various DPA
sources is needed. The user needs to grant the system ac-
cess to his DPA. Consequently the resulting health analysis
must be strictly private to the user, too. Clearly this raises
important questions of privacy and security, particularly in
the area of personal health, which any application using the
personal health profiles will need to address.

Figure 1: Process to exploit DPA health data

3. USING DPA IN HEALTH
With the aforementioned data sources, DPA contain a par-
ticular amout of data about a user’s current behaviour and
context. We expect that reasonable information about a
person’s health state can be concluded from DPA, and that
such information can sensibly be used in a health related
context. However, the deriveable information has limita-
tions in (medical) quality, expressiveness and soundness, and
not all information found in DPAs is useful for every disease.
Therefore the user’s information needs, addressing a specific
health state or disease must be matched with possible DPA
sources containing potentially relevant information that is
related to that given area of interest.

We envisage a multi-step process to exploit the health data
in DPA as indicated in figure 1. In the first step, the data in
the DPA is being analysed to derive health features, single
indicators that are relevant for a given health state. In the
second step, these features are jointly assessed to identify
the user’s health profile, a medically sound description with
respect to a given disease or health state. Depending on the
health state and the intended use case, various applications
can be realized or adopted.

Deriving health information from DPA is therefore always
related to a specific need for information, according to a
given health state or disease. The goal is not to do a general
assessment of the user’s overall health, thereby coming up
with surprising and questionable diagnoses, but to use ex-
isting information in DPA to answer specific questions the
user asks himself about his health.

3.1 Deriving Health Features from DPA
”Health features”, as we call them, are single indicators of
the personal health state. Examples of such features may
be the level of activity, the weight, mood, nutrition, social
connectedness etc. In itself, these features may be of limited
expressive value or they may not be clearly quantifiable. For
example, without extensive sensor integration it is probably
not possible to estimate the amount of calories that a user
has burnt by physical activities. However, based on infor-
mation about the user’s location throughout a given day, it
may be possible to guess if that day has been more seden-
tary, or if the user has moved around a lot. Moreover, even
if the absolute value of the individual feature is not mean-
ingful, dependent on the envisaged application, the change
of that value over a period of time may be valuable.
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In order to analyse data for deriving a user’s health features,
we take advantage of the particular properties of a DPA.
Since DPA include heterogeneous sources containing e.g.
text, photos, videos, sensor and other types of data, they are
inherently multimedia and multimodal data sources. There-
fore all types of state-of-the-art analysis methods that are
used on local content can be deployed. Beyond that, DPA
analysis methods can take considerable advantage from the
fact that many of the data sources are also ”socially net-
worked”. Thus, various analysis methods are possible:

• The user’s data, his content, messages, sensor data
etc can directly be analysed using state of the art
multimodal, multimedia analysis methods, e.g. image,
text and video analysis. The concrete applicable meth-
ods depend on the specific type of data stored in the
respective DPA source.

• Social interaction data is produced by the inter-
action of the user with his social network. It can be
”outgoing” data that is originating from the user him-
self, e.g. by commenting, nudging or liking other ac-
tivities, or ”incoming” data by his social network, e.g.
his buddies’ comments or dashboard messages. Also,
physical proximity in the real world may be identified
by taking into account the user’s and his buddies’ spa-
tial information from location based networks. Such
social interaction data is a new type of data that is
not available in local media archives but only in the
online-context of DPA.

• Further context information can be gained by accessing
publicly available third-party sources based on the
user’s own data. When the user’s location at a given
time is known from FourSquare, the weather or air
quality can be derived by accessing an environment
information service.

Based on these analysis methods, examples of health fea-
tures that we envisage are:

• By analyzing location data from e.g. Google Latitude,
Foursquare or Gowalla, it may be possible to conclude
if the user had a more sedentary day, having been in
the office troughout the day, or if he had been pretty
active, moving around to different spots, shopping and
using public transport.

• The number of both incoming and outgoing messages
sent over social networks allows conclusions about the
social connectedness of the user.

• Photos on social websites which the user is posting
himself or on which he is marked, contain information
about the ”when” and ”where” and ”who”, allowing dif-
ferent analyses e.g. on leisure and vacation, friends and
family. Such approaches are already being used for the
automatic generation of photobooks [7].

• Thematic and sensor-integrating portals allow for re-
trieval of quantified data, e.g. of weight (Withings),
jogging and fitness (RunKeeper, NikePlus) or nutri-
tion (DailyBurn).

There are multiple relations between DPA sources and fea-
tures. The same feature may be derived from different DPA
sources: Daily activity may be assessed quite precisely by us-
ing the data from a pedometer’s internet portal (e.g. FitBit),
or by analyzing GPS data (e.g. from Latitude), conclusions
about the user’s activities may be drawn, too, less precise,
but also less obtrusive to the user. On the other hand, the
same DPA source may be used to derive different features.
Location position can be used to differentiate working (being
in the office) from family time (being at home).

3.2 Deriving Health Profiles from Features
A ”health state” is a medically relevant desription of a cer-
tain aspect of health and well-being, e.g. fitness or men-
tal wellness, or a specific disease, e.g. obesity or back pain.
An individual’s ”health profile” then describes to which level
that specific person fulfils a given health state. Thus, health
states and health profiles do not describe the general health
and well-being of a given person, but rather focus on specific
scenarios. They aim at fulfilling the user’s information needs
according to a specific and well-defined health question: Am
I doing fine in losing weight? Does my daily lifestyle support
prevention of cardio-vascular diseases?

The indicators or symptoms to be observed for such a health
state must be defined according to medically sound models.
Such models may for instance be derived from the Interna-
tional Classification of Functioning and Disabilities (ICF)
[9]. The ICF, defined by the World Health Organization, is
a classification that describes the functioning of a person on
the level of the body or body part, on the person as a whole
and within a social context. The ICF contains more than
1.400 classes, covering virtually every part of the body and
every aspect of daily life. For certain diseases as diverse as
depression, diabetes or breast cancer, subsets of the ICF, so
called core sets, have been defined, consisting of as few as
possible ICF classes to describe a person’s level of function-
ing with respect to that health state [1]. Thus, by assessing
the person’s functioning in the classes of a given core set
medically sound conclusions may be drawn on the person’s
health profile on that health state.

In order to derive a medically sound health profile from DPA,
we aim to match the health features, as outlined above, to
the classes of the given health model. For obesity, ”walking”
and ”moving around” are classes of the ICF core set, hence
physical activity is clearly a relevant feature. However, also
”handling stress” and ”immediate family” are classes in the
core set, so both stress and social connectedness could be
taken into acount as well. Frequently, the matching between
derived features and classes will be unprecise and not per-
fect. For instance, social connectedness may be only vaguely
related to immediate family. Nevertheless, it’s an alterna-
tive and supplementary view on these aspect, going beyond
the individual’s self-assessment, third person’s assessments
and other measures.

Since we can particularly derive information about a per-
son’s behaviour and environment, the approach is well-suited
for behavioural diseases that can be influenced by personal
behaviour, and for environmental diseases that are influ-
enced by environmental state. Examples include:
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• Healthy lifestyle, physical fitness and well-being:
Important indicators are the level of physical acitivity
and the nutrition [3].

• Mental well-being, stress: The user’s mood, his
social connectedness, his level of communication with
others or the time spent for work vs. leisure activities
are considered to be some of the indicators for mental
well-being.

• Dermatitis: Factors for acute aggravations include
sweating, the exposition to certain allergene substances
and stress. Hence, the surrounding’s temperature and
the concentration of the allergenes, but also the user’s
level of stress, as outlined above, are relevant health
features.

3.3 Potential Applications
A health profile that is derived from DPAs has different char-
acteristics compared to conventionally assessed health data.
Clearly, the quality, expressive value and medical soundness
are much lower. However, in a trade-off between data qual-
ity on the one hand and acquistion effort on the other, the
approach is interesting: Clinical data that is acquired by
professional and trained personal is of highest quality and
reliability but very expensive in terms of time and money.
Consequently, unless in case of a (chronic) disease or in cer-
tain phases of life such as pregnancy such data is often not
being assessed. Hence, this high quality data has a very low
availabiliy. The DPA analysis, in contrast, has a very low,
often practically zero effort for acquisition. To some extent,
it is a by-product of the digital lifestyle. Therefore, it can
be made available for long periods of time. Moreover, since
the data is acquired withouth further prerequisites, the as-
sessment is very unobtrusive from the individual’s point of
view.

Personal health profiles are of lower data quality, they must
not be confused with a general medical assessment and they
cannot draw any new medical conclusions. Rather, their
goal is to answer a user’s specific question by re-using and
analyzing existing data thereby ”squeezing out” as much
value-added information as possible. Applications that use
the derived health profiles need to take into account these
properties. Ideas that we identified include:

• The continuous long-term monitoring of the health
state helps to identify slow and long-term changes,
such as a decrease in physical activities and social in-
teraction over several months or years. Such informa-
tion can be useful to indicate the need for a health be-
haviour change. On an even longer perspective, data
may be stored in Personal Health Records, enabling a
life-long view on one’s health history.

• DPA analysis enables a different view on one’s personal
health state. Thus, it supports the reflection about
personal health and can be an aid in health behaviour
change [2].

• The unobtrusive monitoring of one’s health state may
be a considerable relief for managing chronic diseases,
where the feeling of being stigmatized by conventional
monitoring methods is an issue.

4. CONCLUSIONS
The concept of DPA and the approach to assess a person’s
health profile is based on the deduction of meaningful in-
formation from online sources. However, not every person
is extensively using online social media, and even for those
who do, the data in their DPA is reflecting only a selective
aspect of their life, being far from representative. The main
challenge thus lies in the matching between the limitations
of the data – what meaningful information can be derived
from DPAs – and the potentials of of the approach – how
certain health states can sensibly be supported by new ap-
plications.

The approach is still a vision. The idea will be proved by
developing a prototype and concluding appropriate studies.
This requires the definition of a use case by identifying a
suitable target user group and a specific health state. An
evaluation will then need to show that a DPA derived health
profile for that use case is in fact as meaningful as a con-
ventionally assessed one. We think the idea is promising
and that it is possible to derive enough data from DPA so
that for certain diseases or health states medically signifi-
cant conclusions can be drawn and sensible applications be
developed.
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